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Factors To Consider  
For Room Designers, Suppression System Designers & Builders  

 
Room and system designers have the ability to make the installation, (including fire stopping & air 
sealing) commissioning, testing and future maintenance of the gaseous fire suppression system, 
easier to manage, complete, maintain and allows for an on time handover. 
  
 
Heavy Fire Suppressant Agents 
Heavy gasses will leak from the enclosure faster than light ones. Avoid heavy gasses where 
possible. Pay particular attention here to small rooms (see below). 
 
Halocarbons such as Novec 1230 and FM200 (HFC227) are some of the heavier gasses commonly 
used in today’s systems. Inert gasses such as Argon (IG01), Argonite (IG55), Inergen (IG541) and 
Nitrogen (IG100) are all considerably lighter and therefore provide a longer retention time. 
 
 
Small Rooms Are Difficult To Seal Adequately 
Small rooms have a large surface area in relation to their room volume.  
A room 3m x 3m x 3m has a surface area of 54m2 & a volume of 27m3 = ratio of 2:1 
A room 12m x 12m x 3m has a surface area of 432m2 & a volume of 432m3 = ratio of 1:1 
A room 20m x 20m x 4m has a surface area of 1120m2 & a volume of 1600m3 = ratio of 0.7:1 
 
Since the volume of suppressant agent is commonly proportionate to the room volume, we can see 
that there are potentially more leakage points around a small room per m3 or Kg of fire suppressant 
agent than for a larger room. Small rooms will thus be much more difficult to seal to an adequate 
degree of tightness. Special attention must be provided to all elements of room design to ensure a 
sufficient agent retention time. 

a) Always fire stop and air seal from inside the room. Sealing from outside rarely isolates 
leaks via cavity walls, porous joints, etc. 

b) Mastic seal walls to floor slab and ceiling slab ensuring mastic adheres fully to both wall 
and slab. Seal prior to installation of services, floor and ceiling tiles, etc. whilst access is 
still good. 

c) Dot and dab cladding must be slab to slab and sealed to slabs. Do not skimp by leaving 
the board short in the CV and FV.  It will probably cost you later.  
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d) Use two skins of board minimum overlapping stud walls. Stud walls should also be 
reinforced with a sheet or two of ply wood to ensure walls are capable of withstanding the 
over pressures caused during a gaseous system discharge. 

e) Ensure mortar joints in brick and blocks are as good as an external fair faced wall. 
f) Porous block work must be sealed. Several coats of emulsion paint is usually sufficient. 
g) All walls must be tied in top, bottom and at vertical columns etc. such that they are capable 

of withstanding the over pressure caused during a gaseous system discharge. 
h) Use cable and pipe transit portals at pre planned wall penetrations. Seal around portals 

prior to installation of services, floor and ceiling tiles, etc. whilst access is still good. 
i) Use high quality smoke dampers with neoprene seals and preferably controlled directly 

by the fire suppression system relays to minimise unreliability and ensure dampers can 
be routinely tested at six-monthly intervals with the fire suppression system. 

j) Interface the fire suppression system directly if possible with the supply and return air fan 
plant, such that the fans are off prior to agent discharge.  

k) Ducting penetrations should be sealed at wall penetration before lagging fitted. Lagging 
leaks. 

l) Smoke dampers should be installed at room perimeter, if not fire dampers should be 
installed at room perimeter, and ducting must be checked for leaks and leaks repaired as 
required. Duct joints leak.  

m) Do not build room where riser cupboards fall within the room. Doors leak so minimise risk 
of leakage to the entrance door only. 

n) Use a high quality purpose made frame and door with an automatic drop down seal, door 
to frame seals and an intumescent seal within the frame. 

o) Avoid the use of a half leaf. Use a bigger single leaf where possible. If unavoidable ensure 
doors are rebated and rebate and frame seals etc. are good quality. 

p) Do seal the door frame to wall joint before fitting architrave.  
q) And finally but most certainly not least - label cables / identify interfaces with power 

shutdown (pdu) (epo), dampers, supply return fans, room ahu’s, extract systems, house 
fire alarm, bms, etc.  We will need to know when we come to integrity test and service the 
room. 

 
 
Recirculating Air Conditioning Plant & Supply, Return, Extract Systems. 

ISO14520 / BS6266 recommends that AHU’s (Air Handling Units) be shut down on detection of a 
fire in a fire suppressant protected room. Also recommended is the shutdown of all power to the 
room. 
The result of shutting down power and subsequently the client’s mainframe computers and 
telecom’s is a subject for the client and system designers to consider. 
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The main reason for shutting off the power is to remove what was probably the initial source of the 
fire (heat caused by electricity) and to ensure that the 2nd stage alarm can be generated as soon as 
possible. 
 
Generally speaking a fire suppression system will operate more effectively if all devices causing air 
movement are off and all normally open holes (ducts) are closed by means of motorised or spring 
shut smoke dampers. For small rooms smoke dampers must be top quality to minimise air leakage. 
 
Recirculating air plant located within the protected room that is supplied from & returns to the same 
space is usually perfectly acceptable within a room. 
 
Where a return or supply air plenum is used such as a floor void, care should be taken to ensure 
the room is balanced with respect to the plenum. It is all too common to find floor voids highly 
pressurised (by the AHU’s) with respect to the main room space. The result is for the fire 
suppressant agent to be forced out of the floor void faster than it is drawn back in. Since many leaks 
are found in the floor, much of the agent will be forced out of the protected room, and thus retention 
time is reduced. 
 
Building fans that do not shut down during agent discharge will cause pressures to be exerted on 
the room, either via directly fed ducting and leaky dampers or via the inevitable room leaks.  
Pressures exerted on the protected room whether positive or negative will reduce retention time. 
An interface with the building air handling control system to shut down building fans that effect the 
protected room and surrounding area is therefore a general requirement. This interface may be 
direct with the fan control gear or motor control panels (MCC) via the BMS or via the house fire 
alarm system that subsequently interfaces with the BMS etc. 
 
 

These recommendations come from years of on and off site experience with gaseous fire protection 
systems and their enclosures. MYFire take great pride in being one of the go to companies for advice 
and solutions for problems relating to fire suppression systems, room integrity and pressure relief.  

 
 


